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  1. ABOUT 

 
 

What is Databucket? 

Databucket is a free solution for test data management purposes. 
The goal is to easily create, modify, use and delete a sets of properties, especially in                
multiplayer team or in multithreaded test automation. 
Databucket stores data as bundles of properties where the property is a pair of the name and                 
value. 

 

What is Databucket for? 

- manual testing 
- test automation 
- performance testing 
- test data generation 
- service virtualization 

2. DATABASE STRUCTURE 

Database is the most important Databucket's component. Database stores all data used by 
Databucket.  

Tables 

Database contains at least one table _tags. Every table in Databucket GUI is independent 
table in database. The following image shows relation between _tag table and data table. 
 

 
 
For every tag created in Databucket GUI, one row has been created in table _tags. The _tags 
table contains the following fields: 

● id_tag - unique tag ID, 
● table_name - the name of the table for which new tag has been created, 
● tag_name - the name of the new tag, 
● base_properties - base properties names for the tag, 
● target_window - the window title used by auto-type sequence mechanism, 
● auto_type_sequence - the auto-type sequence script 
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For every package created in Databucket GUI or Databucket API, one row has been created in 
particular table. Every table created for data contains the following fields: 
 

● id_bundle - unique data ID, 
● id_tag - unique tag ID (foreign key), 
● owner - the user name currently uses the package, 
● description - additional description, 
● properties - list of properties in json structure, 
● created_at - date and time when the bundle was created, 
● created_by - user name who created the bundle, 
● update_at - last date and time when the bundle was updated, 
● update_by - user name who last updated the bundle, 
● locked - the information whether the bundle is grabbed by any user. 

Example 

Table: _tag 

 

Table: users 
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3. DATABUCKET FUNCTIONS 

 

3.01. UI Elements   

 

 
1. Main menu 
2. Main toolbar 
3. Bundle list toolbar 
4. Properties list toolbar 
5. The tree 
6. List of visible bundles 
7. List of properties 
8. Bundle description panel 
9. Property value panel 

1. Main menu 

- File 
○ Add source (F1) 
○ Remove source 
○ Settings (F4) 
○ Exit (Alt+F4) 

- Source 
○ Connect 
○ Disconnect 
○ Add table (F2) 
○ Remove table 
○ Add tag (F3) 
○ Remove tag 
○ Refresh (F5) 

- Bundle 
○ Enable editing/Disable editing (Ctrl+Space) 
○ Add bundle (Ctrl+P) 
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○ Remove bundle (Ctrl+R) 
○ Copy bundle 
○ Duplicate bundle 
○ Import bundles 
○ Export bundles 
○ Show properties in separate window (F10) 
○ Edit auto-type sequence (F11) 
○ Run auto-type sequence (F12) 

- Property 
○ Add property (Ctrl++) 
○ Remove property (Ctrl+-) 
○ Save tag base properties 
○ Add missing base properties 

- Help 
○ About 
○ Documentation 
○ User group 

Licence 

2. Main toolbar 

3. Bundle list toolbar 
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4. Properties list toolbar 

  

 

5. The tree 

6. Bundles list 

The list of bundles for selected tree element. 
Columns: 
Icon: 
without icon - the bundle not locked 
 

 -the bundle locked by another user 
 

 -the bundle locked by current user 
 
Id - bundle id 
Owner - the name of the user the bundle is locked by 
Tag - the bundle tag name 
Description - the bundle additional description 
Created at - the date and time the bundle was created at 
Created by - the name of the user the bundle was created by 
Updated at - the date and time the bundle was last time updated at 
Updated by - the name of the user the bundle was last time updated by 
 

7. Properties list 

The list of properties for selected bundle. 
Columns: 
 
Icon: 

 -enabled editing 

 -disabled editing 

Name - the property name 
Value - the property value 
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8. Bundle description panel 

 
The text box for the bundle description. 
You can change the visibility and size for this panel in the Settings dialog. 
 

9. Property value panel 

The text box for the property value. 
You can change the visibility and size for this panel in the Settings dialog. 

 

3.02. Data sources 
 

The definition of the data source is necessary to established communication with the 
relevant database. Information about every data source definition is saved in the 
configuration file. 
You can do the following actions related to data sources: 

- add new data source 
- modify existing data source 
- remove existing data source 

Add new data source 

 
1. Select File -> New data source from main menu. 
2. Set required fields: 

Data source name - the name display in application tree, 
Host name - ip address or server name, 
Port - port number, 
Database name - database schema name, 
User name - the name of the database user, 
Password - the user password. 

3. Click the Test connection button in order to verify inserted data. 
4. Click the OK button. 

 

As the result. New node has been added into the configuration file  
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Modify existing data source 

  
1. Select the data source on the application tree. 

2. Modify fields. 

3. Click Test connection button in order to check correctness of  

4. Click the Apply button in order to save changes. 

Remove existing data source 

 

1. Select the data source on the application tree. 

2. From main menu select File->Remove data source. 

 

 As the result. Xml node associated with the data source has been removed from the 
configuration file. All data are still in the database and may be used by other users.  

Changing data source during work  

When you change to another data source, when you are working with Databucket, use refresh 
button on selected data source to see all changes.  
 

3.03. Users 
 
In system we have two kinds of users : 

- System user - you are identified as System user 
- Database user - you are identified as user used for connection to the database 

  
You can change users in Settings.  
Each user can create its own data. 
  

  
 User can’t remove or modify other user’s data.  
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3.04. Tables 
 

The table is the bundles container. One bundle is kept in one table row. 
You can do the following actions related to tables: 

- add new table 
- remove existing table 
- filter 

Add new table 

 
1. On the navigation tree, select the data source for which you want to create a new table. 
2. Select Source -> Add table from the main menu. 
3. Set the name for the new table. 
4. Click the OK button. 

  
 As the result, new table is created in the database. 
 

 

When working on two sources, after adding the table to one of the sources, click the refresh 
button on the second source to display the added table.  

Remove existing table 

1. On the left tree select the table you want to remove. 
2. From main menu select Source -> Remove table. 

 
 Be careful. With the table removal, all data bundles from this table are also removed.  
 

3.05. Tags 
 
The tag is a bundle property. Every bundle of properties has one tag. 
You can do the following actions related to tags: 

- add new tag 
- remove existing tag 
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Add new tag 

 

 
1. On the navigation tree, select the table for which you want to create a new tag. 
2. Select Source -> Add tag from the main menu.  
3. Set the name for the new tag. 
4. Click the OK button. 

 
 As the result, new row in the _tag table is created.   
 

 

When working on two sources, after adding the tag to one of the sources, click the refresh 
button on the second source to display the added tag.  

Remove existing tag 

1. On the navigation tree, select the tag you want to remove. 
2. Select Source -> Remove tag from the main menu. 

 
 Be careful. With the tag removal, all data packages associated with this tag are also 
removed. 
 

Unknown tag 

If you see the value <unknown tag> in the Tag column, that means the user in other data 
source added a new bundle into a new tag and you should click the Refresh button for the 
table to see all new tags. 
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3.06. Bundles 
 
Bundle called interchangeably as data set or set of properties, is a list of properties with some 
extra information. 
You can do the following actions related to bundle: 

- add new bundle 
- make editable a free (not locked) bundle 
- modify existing bundle (locked by yourself) 
- remove existing bundle (locked by yourself) 
- import bundles from external file 
- export bundles to external file (locked by yourself) 
- filter 

Add new bundle 

 

1. On the navigation tree, select a table or a tag for which you want to create a new 
bundle. 

2. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Add bundle. 
3. If you add bundle into a table, the Create bundle window will show. Select from the 

list or set a new tag name. 
4. Click the OK button. 

 
 As the result, the new row is added into the selected table or selected tag parent table.  

 

Make editable a free bundle 

If you want to use data from the bundle, you have to enable editing on it. Every bundle can be 
in one of two states: free or locked. The bundle is locked when somebody made it enabled. 
When the bundle is locked, only the bundle owner can edit and use data from it. The owner 
see the pencil icon in the bundle row. Other users see padlock icon in the bundle row. If the 
bundle is in "free" state it has no icon and no Owner. If you want to edit free bundle, from 
main menu select Bundle -> Enable editing. 
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Bundles: locked by current user, locked by another user, free.   
 

Modify existing bundle 

You can modify the bundle, only if you are the owner of it. You can modify fields: tag name, 
description and properties. Every changes made in the bundle, automatically updates 
fields: updated at and updated by. 

Remove existing bundle 

The bundle could be removed only by the owner of it. 

In order to remove bundle, do the following steps: 

1. Select the bundle or bundles you want to remove. 
2. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Remove bundles. 
3. If the Confirm removing selected bundles window appears, click on OK button. 

 

 
 As the result, the bundle will be permanently removed from the database.  

 

3.07. Properties 
 
A property is a pair: property name and property value. Each bundle can contain any 
number of properties. 
You can do the following actions related to properties: 

- add property to the bundle 
- modify existing property name and/or value 
- remove existing property/properties 
- save the list of properties as default list for the current tag 

Add property 

You can add property to the bundle if you are the owner of it.  

In order to add property to the bundle, select from the main menu Property -> Add 
property. 

Modify existing property 

You can modify the property, if you are the owner of the parent bundle. 

Remove existing property 

You can remove the property, if you are the owner of the parent bundle. 

In order to remove the property, select from the main menu Property -> Remove property. 

  
 As the result, the property will be permanently removed from the database.  
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Save the list of properties as base list of properties for the current tag 

Each tag can contain the base list of properties. The base list of properties contains only 
properties names. The base list of properties is used in the following cases: 

- adding new bundle - the bundle has on beginning the properties names taken from the 
base list of properties 

- creating auto-type sequence - you can only use the properties included in the list of 
base properties 

In order to set default properties for the tag: 

1. Select the bundle contains properties you want to make as base. 
2. From main menu, select Property -> Save as base properties. 
3. Click the OK button. 

 As the result, new list of properties names is saved in the _tags table as the default 
properties for the current tag.  
 

3.08. Import bundles 
 
You can import complete bundles from external files.  
You can choose one of three types of files:  

- Microsoft Excel Sheet (xls) - Excel 97-2003 
- Comma separated values (csv) with UTF-8 encoding. 
- Comma separated values (json.csv) with UTF-8 encoding - bundles exported from 

Databucket 

Import 

To import data you need to do the following steps grouped in four parts: 

1. Open the Import data window. 
2. Tag name and data source configuration. 
3. Data ranges and column mapping configuration. 
4. Uploading data into the database.  

Open the Import data window 

1. On the navigation tree, select a table or a tag for which you want to import bundles. 
2. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Import bundles. 
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Tag name and data source configuration 

 
1. On the Import data window, select from the list or set new tag name. 
2. Select data source type. 
3. Select the file contains data you want to import. 
4. Click the Validate file button. 
5. Click the Next button. 
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Data ranges and column mapping configuration 

 
1. From the Sheet name list, select the sheet you want to import data from.  
2. Enable and set Header row number, if header exists in the file. 
3. Set the First row and the Last row number to limit the rows range. 
4. Set First column and Last column to limit the column range. 
5. Change Sample data row number to see column mapping. 
6. Click the Next button. 
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1. Click the Import button. 
2. Wait for the import complete. 
3. Click the Close button. 

 

3.09. Export bundles 
 
The owner of the bundle can export it into external file. 
The result file contains only bundle's properties. 
One bundle is saved as one row in the destination file in json notation. 

 
The content of the sample file created by export: 
[{"address":"Lublin"},{"name":"Pawel"},{"id":"100"},{"email":"pawlik@testy.pl"}] 
[{"address":"Gdynia"},{"name":"Lucjan"},{"id":"64"},{"email":"lucek@testy.pl"}] 
[{"name":"Tomasz"},{"address":"Swidnik"},{"email":"tom384@testy.pl"}] 
[{"address":"Skaryszew"},{"name":"Halina"},{"id":"63"},{"email":"halka@testy.pl"}] 
[{"address":"Torun"},{"name":"Ryszard"},{"id":"67"},{"email":"rysiek21@testy.pl"}] 

 
 
The result file encoding is UTF-8.  
 

Export 

To export data from Databucket do the following: 

1. On the navigation tree, select a table or a tag for which you want to export bundles. 
2. On the bundle list, select the bundles to export. 
3. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Export bundles. 
4. Set file name and click on the Save button. 
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3.10. Copy bundle 
 

You can copy the bundle with the list of properties into system clipboard. 
Copied data: 

- table_name 
- id_bundle 
- id_tag 
- owner 
- description 
- properties 

The clipboard content of the sample bundle: 

table_name:users 
id_bundle: 3 
id_tag: 85 
owner: robot 
description: sample description... 
properties: [{"name":"John"},{"age":"23"},{"city":"London"}] 

Copy   

To copy the bundle: 

1. On the navigation tree, select a table or a tag for which you want to copy the bundle. 
2. On the list of bundles, select the bundle to copy. 
3. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Copy. 

 

3.11. Duplicate bundle 
 

The owner of the bundle is allowed to duplicate it. The duplicated bundle is almost identical to 
it's source.  
A duplicated bundle has the same the following fields:  

- tag name 
- owner 
- created by (when we copy the bundle created by us) 
- description 
- parameters 

A duplicated bundle has different the following fields: 

- id 
- created by (when we copy the bundle created by another user) 
- created at 
- updated by 
- updated at 

Duplicate 

To duplicate the bundle: 

1. On the navigation tree, select a table or a tag for which you want to duplicate the 
bundle. 

2. On the list of bundles, select the bundle to duplicate. 
3. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Duplicate bundle. 

  

 As the result, new bundle has been created in current table. 
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3.12. Filter 

Each user is allowed to use filter on every table or tag view. Filter configuration is saved in 
the configuration file. Filtering does not have an impact on data in the database. Every reading 
with filter on the database potentially consumes less resources than reading without filter. If 
you want to temporarily remove the filter, you can just disable it. In that case the filter is still 
ready to use, but is not active.  
For each tags in the navigation tree, the tag property in filter window is predefined and 
disabled for modifications. 
Filtering is useful in the following cases: 

- to limit large amount of bundles 
- to hide negligible or unwanted bundles 

Filter decorator on the tree 

The data table and test tag without filters: 

 
The data table and test tag with enabled filters:  

 
The data table and test tag with disabled filters:  

  

Filter 
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To filter the list of bundles: 

1. On the navigation tree, select a table or a tag for which you want to use filter. 
2. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Edit filter. 
3. Set filter configuration depending on your needs. 
4. Click on Apply button to see the filtering result (optionally). 
5. Click on OK button to apply changes. 

Result: The filter definition is saved in the configuration file. A filter decorator is added into 
navigation tree item.  

Examples  

Show 10 free bundles: 

 

Show bundles where the property name equals John: 

In order to use properties in filter you have to know how properties are kept in the database. 
Lets analyze the following example. 
We have three properties name, address and email. 

 
This properties are kept in the database in the following JSON notation:  
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So, if you want to show all bundles where the property name equals John, you have to set in 
the [Properties] edit box the following structure: 
%name\":\"John% 

 
% - any string of characters 
\ - escape special Json characters 
 

 
Show bundles where the description contains  John: 

 
If you want to find all bundles that contains name John in the [Description] set the following 
structure: %John%.  
 
 

3.13. Tag base properties 
 
Each tag might have the base list of properties. This is a list contains only properties names. 
The base properties is used in the following cases: 

- creating new bundle - put the base list of parameters into the newly created bundle 
- adding missing properties - adding missing properties into the selected bundle 
- editing auto-type sequence (ATS) - you can use only tag base properties in the ATS 

script 

Actions 

There is two actions regarding tag base parameters: 

- Save tag base properties - updates the list of properties for tag of the selected 
bundle 

- Add missing base properties - adding missing base properties into the selected 
bundle 
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Save base list of properties 

1. On the navigation tree, select a tag for which you want to create a default list of 
properties. 

2. Select any bundle you are allowed to modify. 
3. Prepare properties for this bundle. 
4. From the main menu, select Property -> Save as default parameters. 
5. Click on the OK button in the confirmation window. 

 

  
  Result: The default list of parameters has been saved in _tag table in database.  
 

Add missing base properties 

1. On the navigation tree, select a tag for which you want to create a default list of 
properties. 

2. Select any bundle you are allowed to modify and which doesn't have all tag's base 
properties. 

3. From the main menu, select Property -> Add missing base properties. 

 
  Result: Missing properties has been added into the selected bundle.  
 

  

3.14. Auto-Type Sequence (ATS) 
 
The Auto-Type Sequence (ATS) is the series of a keyboard and mouse commands. 
The ATS can be automatically executed on the external application. The Edit auto-type 
sequence window has several functionalities supporting creation of ATS. Databucket has its 
own and unique ATS interpreter and executor. 
There is two modes of ATS execution: 

 
- Edit mode - used in Edit auto-type sequence window 
- Run mode - used in Run auto-type sequence action 

 

ATS decorator on the tree 

 
The test tag without ATS:  
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The test tag with ATS:  

Execute ATS 

 
 Available for the bundle owner  

 
 

1. On the navigation tree, select a tag for which you want to execute ATS. 
2. Select the bundle  you are allowed to run. 
3. From the main menu, select Bundle  -> Run auto-type sequence. 

Edit ATS 

 
 Available for the bundle owner  
 

 
1. On the navigation tree, select a tag for which you want to create an auto-type 

sequence. 
2. Select the bundle  you are allowed to modify.    
3. Make sure, the selected bundle's tag has appropriate properties in a default list of 

properties. 
4. From the main menu, select Bundle  -> Edit auto-type sequence. 
5. Set the target application window. 
6. Create the ATS. 

Toolbar 

There is tree toolbar states: 
- Edit 
- Run 
- Pause 

Edit - enable actions 
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Save - save the ATS in the database 

Run - run the ATS in edit mode 

Show window on top - shows the target application window on top 

Show cursor position - shows the system cursor coordinates (helps for click functions) 

The selected coordinates (i.e. the place of the click) are saved in clipboard. To use them click 
ctrl+v. 

 
Run - enable actions 

 
Pause - pauses the ATS execution (can be performe by {$PAUSE} function) 

Stop - stops the ATS execution (can be performe by {$STOP} function) 

 
Pause - enable actions 

  
Resume - resume the ATS execution 

Stop - stops the ATS execution (can be performe by {$STOP} function) 

Next step - executes the next step of ATS 

 

Target window 

The first action of ATS execution is showing the target application window on top of your 
screen. For this, Databucket needs the application title. You can write the title or select it from 
the list. When the title changes during the ATS execution or changes in different 
environments, you have to use a regular expression to properly define it.  

Example: 
 

We have the web page with the Learn_ATS title. Every web browser changes this title by 
adding it name.  
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For example, in the Mozilla Firefox my website is named as Learn_ATS - Mozilla Firefox.  

If we have to execute the ATS for this website, we need to use regular expression. 

Possible solutions: 

- Learn_ATS - .* - works for every browser 
- Learn_ATS - (Internet Explorer|Google Chrome|Mozilla Firefox) - works for 

chosen browsers 

  
 You can learn and test your regular expressions on regex101.com.  
  

Content Assist 

You can insert into script keys, key modifiers, parameters and functions using the Content 
Assist window.  
 

Insert command 

To insert a command into script: 

1. Open the Content Assist window by using shortcut CTRL+Space.  
2. Select appropriate command using up and down arrows or by clicking on it. 
3. To insert command into script use double click on element or type Enter. 

Command filter 

When the Content Assist window is visible and you write beginning of the command, the list 
of commands will be automatically filtered. 

 
 

 

Commands 

Command are divided into the groups: 

- text - a plain text 
- function - a functions is a command surrounded by parenthesis with $ prefix, 

eg. {$DELAY=500} 
- parameter - a parameter is a command surrounded by parenthesis with @ prefix, 

eg. {@name} 
- key - a key is a command surrounded by parenthesis with # prefix, eg. {#TAB} 
- key modifier - a key modifier are shift, ctrl and alt. 

Text 

The plain text is not writing using keyboard symbols. The plain text is copied into system 
clipboard and then pasted into the application. 
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Functions 

- STEP_DELAY - sets delay in milliseconds between steps. 
Example: {$STEP_DELAY=100} 

- DELAY - sets delay in milliseconds before the next step. Example: {$DELAY=1000} 
      - PAUSE - stops on this step the script execution. Example: {$PAUSE} 

- LEFT_CLICK - clicks on the left mouse button in the given location. 
Example: {$LEFT_CLICK=100:100} 

- RIGHT_CLICK - clicks on the right mouse button in the given location. 
Example: {$RIGHT_CLICK=100:100} 

- IF - executes commands for which the condition result equals with boolean value 
before command {$IF;@name=John;true:command1;false:command2;...} 

Properties 

You can use in auto-type sequence only base properties from the bundle's tag. You can see 
them in database in table _tags, they are also shown in the Content Assist list. 

Examples: 

{@name} - in the application will be inserted the property value 

Keys 

- Tab - {#TAB} 
- Enter - {#ENTER} 
- Up - {#UP} 
- Down - {#DOWN} 
- Left - {#LEFT} 
- Right - {#RIGHT} 
- Home - {#HOME} 
- End - {#END} 
- Page up - {#PGUP} 
- Page down - {#PGDN} 
- Insert - {#INSERT} 
- Delete - {#DELETE} 
- Space - {#SPACE} 
- Backspace - {#BACKSPACE} 
- Capslock - {#CAPSLOCK} 
- Escape - {#ESC} 
- Windows button - {#WIN} 
- Numlock - {#NUMLOCK} 
- Print screen - {#PRTSC} 
- Scrolllock - {#SCROLLLOCK} 
- Plus char (+) - {#PLUS} 
- Minus char (-) - {#MINUS} 
- Multiply char(*) - {#MULTIPLY} 
- Divide char (/) - {#DIVIDE} 
- Equals char (=) - {#EQUALS} 
- F1 - F12 - {#F1} - {#F12} 
- A - Z - {#A} - {#Z} 
- 0 - 9 - {#0} - {#9} 

Key modifiers 

Key modifiers are use 

- + - shift 
- ^ - ctrl 
- % - alt 

Examples: 

^{#A} - ctrl + a 
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^+{#R} - ctrl + shift + r 

Comments 

- Single line - starts with // 
- Multiline - start with /* and ends with */ 

Settings 

You can change in the Application settings dialog: 

- Delay between steps in Edit mode 
- Delay between steps in Run mode 

 

 

3.15. Properties window 
 

Properties window can be used to insert properties values into external application. When you 
click the property row, the value of the selected property is copied into system clipboard. Then 
you can easily paste it into the application control.  

 

To open the independent property window: 

1. On the navigation tree, select a table or a tag for which you want to open property 
window. 

2. Select the bundle you are allowed to modify. 
3. From the main menu, select Bundle -> Show properties in separate window. 

 

 You have to be the owner of the bundle for which you want to open properties window.  
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3.16. Settings 
 

In order to open Settings window select from main menu File->Settings or use shortcut 
(F4). 

The settings are divided into four parts: 

- Options 
- Bundles 
- Properties 
- Auto-typing 

 

Options 

On this tab you can configure the following options: 

1. Language - you have two options (English, Polski) 
2. Your name - you have two options: 

- System user - you are identified as System user 
- Database user - you are identified as user used for connection to the database 

3. Prompt before removing source - if checked, before removing a source, the 
application displays the confirmation window 

4. Prompt before removing table - if checked, before removing a table, the application 
displays the confirmation window 

5. Prompt before removing tag - if checked, before removing a tag, the application 
displays the confirmation window 

6. Prompt before removing bundles - if checked, before removing bundles, the 
application displays the confirmation window 

7. Prompt before removing properties - if checked, before removing properties, the 
application displays the confirmation window 

8. Prompt before exit application - if checked, before exit, the application displays the 
confirmation window 

9. Automatically connect to recent connected sources - if checked, on start, the 
application creates connections for last connected sources 
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Bundles 

On this tab you can configure the bundle description panel. 

1. Show bundle description panel - if checked, the bundle description panel is visible, 
otherwise it is not visible 

2. Bundle description panel height - you can set the appropriate height for the bundle 
description panel 

 

 

 

 

 

Properties 

On this tab you can configure the following options: 

1. Show property value panel - if checked, the property value panel is visible, 
otherwise it is not visible 

2. Property value panel height - you can set the appropriate height for the property 
value panel 

3. Verify properties name - if checked, all incorrect properties names are print in red 
color 

4. Property name definition - regular expression defines correct property name 
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Auto-typing 

On this tab you can configure the following options: 

1. Edit mode step delay - delay before every step when starts ATS from ATS Editor 
2. Run mode step delay - delay before every step when starts ATS from the application 

main window 
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